ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
STYLE: NEMA-3R, AIR COOLED, SINGLE PHASE, INDOOR - OUT DOOR
EPOXY ENCAPSULATED GENERAL USE, ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
PRIMARY VOLTAGE: 600 VOLTS
FREQUENCY: 60HZ. + 2HZ.
SECONDARY VOLTAGE: 120/240 VOLTS.
SHIELD: ELECTROSTATIC SHIELD BETWEEN PRIM. & SEC.
RATED OUTPUT: 2.0 KVA.
INSULATION CLASS: 180 °C
TEMPERATURE RISE: 115°C
REGULATION: < 2.5%
TERMINATION: 10" LONG LEADS
WEIGHT: APP. 45 LBS
AGENCY APPROVALS: UL. LISTED FILE #E3210
CSA CERTIFIED FILE #E3210

REF: EN-701

REV: C
TITLE: OUTLINE FOR 2.0 KVA. 1PH. 60HZ.
REV: B
REV: A

DONGAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
PIONEER TRANSFORMER CO.

TOLERANCES
DECIMAL DIMENSIONS ± 0.030
FRACTIONAL DIMENSIONS ± 1/32
SCALE: DO NOT SCALE FOR DIMENSIONS ONLY
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